April 6, 2016

To Whom it May Concern:

This letter has been written to confirm that the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA), as current sole source contractor under Mississippi Project Number 38394, operates and maintains the State-to-State Verification Service for the Mississippi Department of Public Safety (MS DPS) and this service is operated as a sole source product. The database and software for the S2S Verification Service was developed by AAMVA for MS DPS exclusively for this purpose.

Under this contract, AAMVA designed, developed, installed, and currently hosts this service for MS DPS. In connection with this hosting, AAMVA is charged with the exclusive provision and maintenance of all hardware and software reasonably necessary to operate and maintain the S2S Service, including any software modifications deemed necessary during its operation.

This service was designed to provide verification services to multiple states in a coalition under federal grant, not just to MS DPS. AAMVA warrants that no other service or software is currently available that would serve the same purpose or provide the same functionality to multiple states. In addition AAMVA also warrants there are no resellers of the State-to-State Verification system.

If you require additional information, please contact me, at 703-908-8289 or by email at pguiot@aamva.org.

Sincerely,

Philippe Guiot  
Chief Information Officer